When the usual make-up preparations don't cover enough.....

but when camouflage is too much, then...
Conventional make-up contains no more than 10 to 15% pigments. That’s often not enough.

Camouflage preparations have up to 45 and 50%, that’s too heavy for light coverage, Dermacolor Light fills this gap. Dependable, Professional. Manufactured by KRYOLAN, leaders in the production of theatre make-up since 1945 and DERMACOLOR Camouflage preparations since 1969.

Both of these mild skin preparations have become the No. 1 throughout the world in each of their special areas of application. They are characterized by outstanding tolerance by users, even in long-term application – and by being so practical in use: Proven in day-by-day use under the hardest of conditions and confirmed by clinical tests.

Dermacolor Light is an extraordinary line of make-up. More color-intensive than usual, it’s versatile for naturally appearing or especially decorative look.

Those who use Dermacolor Light have learned to appreciate the unique formula structure of active ingredients in the basis of all Dermacolor Light products, with the exceptions of the powders.
...with the cosmetic effects of Vitamin E

The components vitamin E (dl-ax-tocopherol) and vitamin E-acetate (tocopheryl acetate) protect the skin from the aggressive action of dangerous free radicals, and reinforce the ultraviolet-filter effects.

These vitamin E substances are scientifically recognized as active anti-inflammatory components. As part of the skin moisture factor NMF, they make sure that your skin is healthy toned.

...with the natural protection of chamomile

The very interesting ingredient a-bisabolol nat. is produced from chamomile. We use only the double effect a-bisabolol obtained from the chamomile blossom. This substance obviously comes into its own in Dermacolor Light to counter skin inflammation through its antiphlogistic action, and to provide a pleasant deodorizing effect.

...with the soothing action of the avocado

Avocadol is the non-saponifiable component of avocado oil. It contains phytosterols, which regulates the moisture in the skin and has an antiphlogistic effect on the skin. In combination with ax-bisabolol nat., phytosterols demonstrate a definite, synergistically enhanced effect.

...with the extra supporting care PHSQ

Provided by the oil the active constituent perhydroosqualan is an oil which contains naturally human sebum - or, it represents an oil which is amazingly similar to sebum. In any case, it affords significant protection to the skin as a moisturizing factor. Perhydroosqualan is contained in exceptional great amounts in the base for Dermacolor Light preparations. This substance is also responsible for the clinically verified, outstanding tolerance by users of Dermacolor Light products - a characteristic which our customers have grown to appreciate.
Foundation Cream

...for flawless, long-lasting make-up

This unique base with 4 active ingredients, assures skin care an effectiveness you can feel secure about.
The ingredients used for Dermacolor Light Foundation Cream make it exceptionally comfortable and convenient to apply.

The micronized pigments embedded in Dermacolor Light Foundation Cream provide excellent covering quality. Owing to their high share of ultra-small particles, these pigments are also responsible for the translucent look which ensures that make-up with Dermacolor Light is absolutely incomparable.

Dermacolor Light Foundation Cream is available in 16 natural attractive skin shades.

Art. 70102
15 ml

All 16 shades are available in a generously large 15 ml container.

- pale tan A 1
cream tan A 9
- light ochre A 2
light tan A 10
- natural beige A 3
magic natural A 11
- fair beige A 4
dark olive A 12
- apricot A 5
sunny day A 13
- beige rose A 6
light olive A 14
- miracle natural A 7
golden honey A 15
- suntan A 8
shading red A 16
Dermacolor Light Foundation Cream Palette - 3 colors

This 3 color Foundation palette is practical and highly variable. 4 different color combinations cover almost every need that you will normally encounter. For users who want to fill the palette with their own combinations. ....and individual colors as 4 ml refills.

Dermacolor Light Foundation Cream Palette - 8 colors

For an individual combination.

This 8 color Foundation palette is practical, highly variable and convenient for professional use. Different color combinations and furthermore individual color combinations allow the user to match the perfect skin tone. For users who want to fill the palette with their own combinations... .....and individual colors as 4 ml refills.

Dermacolor Light Foundation Cream Mini-Palette - 16 colors

The Dermacolor Light Foundation Cream Mini-Palette is especially convenient for professional use. The Mini-Palette contains all 16 available shades of the Foundation Cream.
For a living transparency – one that cares for your skin.

This delicate make-up is truly astonishing in its effectiveness.

It endows the skin with an enchanting luster and vitality which makes your appearance so much more attractive, even in the case of obvious skin impurities and slight skin discolorations.

**Dermacolor Light Fluid Foundation** is available in 8 colors.

**Dermacolor Light** Fluid Foundation
in 8 appealing colors:

- pale tan  A 1
- light ochre  A 2
- apricot  A 5
- beige rose  A 6
- miracle natural  A 7
- suntan  A 8
- cream tan  A 9
- golden honey  A 15

Art. 70110
30 ml
Setting and protecting – for all kinds of weather.

Dermacolor Light Setting Powder Matt and Setting Powder Nature are two microfine setting powders. Setting Powder Nature endows your make-up with a natural and aesthetic skin sheen. Setting Powder Matt is characterized by a matt finish without a dull effect. Dermacolor Light Setting Powder sets your Foundation Cream make-up and enhances its hydrophobicity (weather stability, from it quality of having little or not affinity for water). The high content of noble magnesium myristate enhances the weather durability of both types of powder, and in effect, makes them last longer.

Dermacolor Light Setting Powder Matt....
....reliably sets your foundation and endows it with a matt texture - without creating a dull impression. Its versatile characteristics also make it ideal for professional application in TV, photo and film work.

light M 1
beige M 2
warm tan M 3
dark tan M 4

Art. 70170
15 g
Setting and protecting – for all kinds of weather.

**Dermacolor Light Setting Powder Matt** and **Setting Powder Nature** are two microfine setting powders. **Setting Powder Nature** endows your make-up with a natural and aesthetic skin sheen. **Setting Powder Matt** is characterized by a matt finish without a dull effect. **Dermacolor Light Setting Powder** sets your Foundation Cream make-up and enhances its hydrophobicity (weather stability, from it quality of having little or not affinity for water). The high content of noble magnesium myristate enhances the weather durability of both types of powder, and in effect, makes them last longer.

**Dermacolor Light Setting Powder Nature**...
...sets your foundation with an aesthetic sheen. This preparation is indispensable with summer tans and darker skin. It enhances evening make-up in a most enchanting fashion.
Translucent, Elegant.

Each of these luxurious compact powders, so convenient to apply, act individually - but are multi-functional at the same time:

**Translucent Compact Day...**

Art. 70150 10 g

...endows your skin and your foundation with matt texture. The Day version acts as a fascinating beauty powder, and no less as a professional setting powder. Truly extraordinary.

- transparent white   TD 1
- transparent tan      TD 2
- transparent peach    TD 3

**Translucent Compact Event....**

Art. 70174 10 g

...tiny, elegantly shimmering reflections in this preparation provide Translucent Compact Event with those unexpected optical effects which make festive make-up so attractive. When used alone, it also acts as a powder with setting qualities.

- light pearl         TE 1
- magic gold          TE 2
- deep bronze         TE 3
Skin care on the spot. Effective cover.

A small liver spot here, a tiny trace of reddish skin there, or perhaps an acne pimple somewhere else. No problem for the practical **Dermacolor Light Cover Stick**. Use it simple to cover up small blemishes or for larger areas on the skin. It’s most effective along with **Dermacolor Light Setting Powder**.

**Dermacolor Light** Cover Sticks are available in 5 natural colors.

- pale tan  A 1
- light ochre  A 2
- apricot  A 5
- miracle natural  A 7
- suntan  A 8

For decorative make-up balance.

A dry rouge with the 4 **Dermacolor Light** active ingredients and micropigments, for skin care and effectiveness you can feel sure about. The 9 natural and attractive colors enable you to enjoy make-up with individual color coordination and with excellent wearability.

- pale orange  DB 1
- mandarin  DB 2
- pastell rose  DB 3
- velvet brown  DB 4
- orange  DB 5
- pale pink  DB 6
- light rose  DB 7
- red cherry  DB 8
- raspberry  DB 9
Eye Shadow Compact

For highly visible moments.

**Dermacolor Light Eye Shadow Compact** has three unique features.

First: Kryolan eye make-up features the formulation harmony of the entire **Dermacolor Light** series, as well as the 4 basic **Dermacolor Light** active ingredients for skin care and effectiveness you can feel sure about.

Second: All of this means that you enjoy a feeling of cosmetic confidence and security.

Third: **Dermacolor Light Eye Shadow Compact** is not only fascinating, but functional.

Nine selected color shades allow eye make-up throughout the whole spectrum of possibilities: from intentionally discreet all the way to the extravagant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color Shade</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>olive green</td>
<td>DE 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coffee</td>
<td>DE 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brown nature</td>
<td>DE 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloudy grey</td>
<td>DE 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highlight</td>
<td>DE 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gold</td>
<td>DE 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moon silver</td>
<td>DE 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pearl blue</td>
<td>DE 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue sky</td>
<td>DE 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Dermacolor Light Lip Sticks** fully conform with the high quality standards of the entire Dermacolor Light line.

*Dermacolor Light Lip Stick* includes the 4 active ingredients which provide skin care and effectiveness you can feel sure about. They protect your sensitive lips from quickly drying out and their micronized pigments assure you of efficiency.

The 16 shades of *Dermacolor Light Lip Stick* enable you to individually design your own make-up: all the way from naturally reserved to fashionably attractive.

- Rose pong: DL 1
- Milkcoffee: DL 2
- Carmine: DL 3
- Red royal: DL 4
- Pastell rose: DL 5
- Transparent red: DL 6
- Lip natural: DL 7
- Red ruby: DL 8
- Cherry: DL 9
- Sienna red: DL 10
- Chestnut: DL 11
- Paradise red: DL 12
- Coral: DL 13
- Pastell red: DL 14
- Cardinal red: DL 15
- Deep night: DL 16

Art. 70120
4 g

Art. 70126
Liprouge Mini-Palette
For highly visible moments.

**DermaColor Light** Mascara has three unique features:

First: **DermaColor Light** Mascara is waterproof due to its unique formula.

Second: **DermaColor Light** Mascara gives a perfect shape to the eyelashes.

Third: **DermaColor Light** Mascara does not let the eyelashes stick together.

The formula of **DermaColor Light** Mascara with special ingredients such as Panthenol, Vitamin E, Vitamin E-Acetate, Allantoin makes the product so unique.

**DermaColor Light** Mascara can be gently removed with a special make-up remover from Kryolan.

---

More than just a gentle make-up remover.

**Art. 70160** 150 ml

Thanks to its 4 soothing Dermacolor Light active ingredients, **Dermacolor Light Cleansing Oil** enable you to continue cosmetic care for your skin even during removal. This mild oil cleanses gently but deep down into your pores. Effective but completely safe so that you can rest assured. As the last step, just rinse off with clear water.